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Disclaimer

These materials are public information and have been prepared solely for educational purposes to contribute to the understanding of American and European intellectual property law and practice.

It is understood that each case is fact-specific, and that the appropriate solution in any case will vary. Therefore, these materials may or may not be relevant to any particular situation.

While reasonable attempts were made to ensure that these materials are accurate, errors or omissions may be contained therein, for which any liability is disclaimed.

The views of the presenters expressed in this presentation as well as in any subsequent discussion, represent the personal views of the presenters based on past experience and do not represent fixed positions of the firms BarashLaw or Grünecker, nor need they apply in matters which the presenters represent for their clients.
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Noteworthy Salt Related Papers

- *Solution Rate of Theophylline Salts*, 1958 – Eino Nelson
  - Salts increase solution rate and bioavailability

- *Pharmaceutical Salts*, 1977 – Berge, Bighley, Monkhouse
  - More than 50 approved commercially marketed salts

  - Federal Circuit ruled this paper did not render solid form screening obvious
# Patented Salts and Scientific Significance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patented Salt</th>
<th>Scientific Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranitidine hydrochloride</td>
<td>Could not make pure Form I after Form II appeared in the same facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paroxetine hydrochloride</td>
<td>Facile transformation of anhydrous form to the hemihydrate in the presence of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clopidogrel bisulfate</td>
<td>Unique bisulfate structure with unsalified proton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amlodipine besylate</td>
<td>Initial group of salts discovered - maleate, second group of salts - besylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atorvastatin calcium</td>
<td>Over 20 polymorphs discovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedaquiline fumarate</td>
<td>Initial salt - fumarate, second group of 4 salts, third group of 4 additional salts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Salt Patents at the USPTO

“Pharmaceutically Acceptable Salt”

*Extrapolated from 4/22/22
13. The compound according to claim 1, wherein the compound is 3-(4-chlorophenyl)propyl-3-piperidinopropyl-ether, or its pharmaceutically acceptable salts, hydrates, or hydrated salts, or its optical isomers, racemates, diastereoisomers or enantiomers.
Pharmaceutical Salt Inventions in the EPO: General Orientation

- Central concept: Legal patentability requirements for pharmaceutical salts in the EPO are no different than for other technical fields.
- Specifics relate to technical information needed to satisfy these legal requirements.
- Consider legal requirements for inventive step (Art. 56 EPC) and sufficiency of disclosure (Art. 83 EPC)
  - EPO still assesses inventive step of claimed subject matter by the „problem-solution approach“:
    
    *Would the skilled person have been motivated to modify the prior art to achieve the technical effect caused by the claim's distinguishing feature(s), i.e. the feature(s) making the claim novel?*
  
  - EPO still assesses sufficiency of disclosure by considering:
    
    *Whether the skilled person has all the information needed to reliably obtain and characterize the claimed subject matter.*

Consider some specifics … →
Generic Relationship of Claim to Prior Art: EPO’s Problem-Solution Approach

Step 1:
Identify

Step 2:
Determine distinguishing feature by which claim is novel.

Step 3:
What **technical effect** is associated with this feature?
→ Technical effect X.

Step 4:
Formulate **objective technical problem**:
“Skilled person wants to achieve X”

Step 5:
Would prior art have motivated the skilled person to achieve X as claimed?

Key difference to USPTO:
Inventive step linked to technical effect.
No structural non-obviousness!

NO → inventive.
YES → obvious.
What Does This Mean for Pharmaceutical Salts?

Step 1: Identify

Teaching

- Closest prior art
- Claimed invention

Step 2: Determine distinguishing feature by which claim is novel.

Step 3: What technical effect is associated with this feature?

→ Technical effect \( X \).

Step 4: Formulate objective technical problem:

"Skilled person wants to achieve \( X \)"

Step 5: Would prior art have motivated the skilled person to achieve \( X \) as claimed?

NO → inventive.

YES → obvious.

Key difference to USPTO:

Inventive step linked to technical effect.

No structural non-obviousness!
What Does This Mean for Pharmaceutical Salts?

Sufficiency of disclosure (Art. 83 EPC)

What does skilled person need to reproducibly put claimed invention into practice without undue burden?

Some examples:

• Full compound (structure or IUPAC name)
• NMR/MS
• X-ray diffraction data, including XRPD (including wavelength / source) in form of diffractogram and 2θ values with variation.
• Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) / Differential thermal analysis (DTA) (including heating rate)

Features best in claim, but at least in description, with all information necessary to perform using common general knowlegde.

Possible technical effects for inventive step

Improved - milling, granulation
- lyophilization
- pulverization
- hygroscopicity
- stability (e.g. to heat)
- filterability
- machine processability (e.g. tableting)

Improved - solubility
- bioavailability
- toxicity
- PK
Novelty and Inherency

• Issue often turns on what the prior art teaches inherently

• Typical scenario
  • P/A teaches the formation of Compound but silent on crystalline form
  • Claim at issue is to crystalline form of Compound or crystalline salt of Compound
  • Question: By practicing the prior art, does one necessarily produce the claimed crystalline material in question
    • See SmithKline Beecham v. Apotex 404 F.3d 1331 (2005)
    • Reproduction of prior art references
    • Don’t forget your chemistry
      • Cannot produce an HCl salt if the prior art only teaches a free base
Grunenthal GMBH v. Alkem Labs. Ltd.  
919 F.3d 1333 (2019)

• **Claim 1.** A crystalline Form A of (−)-(1R,2R)-3-(3-dimethylamino-1-ethyl-2-methylpropyl)-phenol hydrochloride exhibiting at least X-ray lines (2-theta values) in a powder diffraction pattern when measured using Cu Kα radiation at 15.1±0.2, 16.0±0.2, 18.9±0.2, 20.4±0.2, 22.5±0.2, 27.3±0.2, 29.3±0.2 and 30.4±0.2.  

[Tapentadol HCl Form A]  
• Prior Art = Tapentadol HCl Form B + 1995 Byrn article on polymorph screening generally  
• Standard = Reasonable Expectation of Success or obvious to try

• **Reasonable Expectation of Success**  
  • FC: No. Only Form B known. Why? (i) POSA would not know THCl polymorphic; (ii) no idea how the many variables in polymorph screening would affect rec. of THCl

• **Obvious to Try**  
  • FC: No. General approach and “finite” number of solvents still yields “a huge number of possible choices”
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